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Opti-Coat Pro Plus Information and Application

Opti-Coat Pro Plus is an enhanced 2 step version of Opti-Coat Pro. The first step, Opti-Coat Pro is a ceramic clear 
coating warrantied for 5 years with superior resistance to scratching, chemical etching, fading due to UV, and provides
outstanding release properties. Opti-Coat Pro Plus can be applied 30 minutes after Opti-Coat Pro with the same 
application method as Opti-Coat Pro using the same applicator, allowing the vehicle to be coated and driven the 
same day. When applied within the first 60 minutes, Opti-Coat Pro Plus permanently bonds to Opti-Coat Pro and 
adds great gloss and slickness for a fantastic shine that lasts for years. Opti-Coat Pro Plus increases the warranty 
protection to 7 years.

Package contains:

• 15 cc Opti-Coat Pro
• 2 oz Opti-Coat Primer
• 10 cc Opti-Coat Pro Plus
• Microfiber Towel
• Foam Applicator
• Warranty card
•

Directions for application:

1. Allow Opti-Coat Pro to cure for 30 minutes on panel prior to applying Opti-Coat Pro Plus.
2. Prime applicator by making an X pattern across the pad. Only a few drops will be needed for
 each subsequent panel.
3. Wipe Opti-Coat Pro Plus onto a single panel at a time in a thin layer using circular motions.
4. Once Opti-Coat Pro Plus is applied, inspect the panel with adequate lighting, looking for any
 high spots that have not completely cross linked away to clear.
5. Use applicator or included paint safe microfiber to even out any areas where you see streaks. This step is 
      key as any spots not leveled will have to be polished if allowed to cure. Panels will feel a bit tacky and will 
    be self-leveling during cure time so avoid any unnecessary touching, wiping or contact to produce best  
      result

          6. Repeat steps 2 - 5 for each panel where application is desired. Not recommended for glass.
          7.    Ideally keep the vehicle indoors for 12 hours or more prior to delivering to customer. If not possible,1 hour or

    more after application of Opti-Coat Pro Plus, add Opti-Seal to the surface (do not use Opti-Coat Hyper 
    Seal on a coated surface for a minimum of 7 days). Schedule a quality control/inspection wash with the

                  customer in the 7-30 day period following the application.


